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Abstract
Many aspects of synaptic development, plasticity, and neurotransmission are critically influenced
by NMDA-type glutamate receptors (NMDARs). Moreover, dysfunction of NMDARs has been
implicated in a broad array of neurological disorders, including schizophrenia, stroke, epilepsy, and
neuropathic pain. Classically, NMDARs were thought to be exclusively postsynaptic. However,
substantial evidence in the last 10 years demonstrates that NMDARs also exist presynaptically, and
that presynaptic NMDA receptors (preNMDARs) modulate synapse function and have critical roles
in plasticity at many synapses. Here we review current knowledge of the role of preNMDARs in
synaptic transmission and plasticity, focusing on the neocortex. We discuss the prevalence, function,
and development of these receptors, and their potential modification by experience and in brain
pathology.
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Introduction
NMDA-type receptors (NMDARs) are ionotropic glutamate receptors that act as non-specific
cation channels which are permeable to sodium, calcium, and potassium. These receptors are
hetero-tetrameric transmembrane proteins which contain two NR1 (NMDA receptor 1) and
two NR2 or NR3 subunits (Dingledine and others 1999). NMDARs exhibit a voltage-
dependent block by extracellular magnesium, causing them to be outwardly rectifying;
however, this block varies in strength depending on the type of NR2 or NR3 subunit(s)
expressed (Cull-Candy and others 2001; Monyer and others 1992; Sasaki and others 2002).
NMDARs were first discovered as postsynaptic receptors at glutamatergic synapses, and have
since been shown to be involved in many aspects of synaptic transmission, dendritic
integration, synaptic and neuronal maturation, and plasticity throughout the brain. Given the
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diverse roles of NMDARs, it is not surprising that NMDAR dysfunction is thought to contribute
to neurological and psychiatric disorders, including neurodegenerative conditions, stroke,
epilepsy, neuropathic pain, and schizophrenia (Cull-Candy and others 2001; Kristiansen and
others 2007; Lau and Zukin 2007; Meldrum 1994). As a result, NMDARs are targets for many
therapeutic drugs (Chen and Lipton 2006).
Recently, NMDARs have joined the list of ionotropic receptors that can also function
presynaptically (briefly discussed below). Presynaptic NMDARs (preNMDARs) may be
molecularly and pharmacologically distinct from classical postsynaptic NMDARs.
PreNMDARs share some functions with postsynaptic NMDARs such as involvement in long-
term synaptic depression (LTD) (although by a distinct mechanism than postsynaptic
NMDARs). PreNMDARs also have some novel functions such as regulation of presynaptic
release probability and short-term plasticity. It is possible that some of the cellular- and
network-level functions previously attributed to postsynaptic NMDARs are, in fact, mediated
by preNMDARs.
Here we summarize the growing understanding of cortical preNMDARs. In an effort to
elucidate the possible mechanisms by which preNMDARs modulate synaptic function, we
briefly compare cortical preNMDAR activity with preNMDAR function at other central
synapses (see Table 1 and How do preNMDARs regulate release?). We argue that without
knowing the specific contribution of preNMDARs versus postsynaptic NMDARs to
neurotransmission and plasticity, it is impossible to understand NMDAR regulation of cortical
development, or to rationally design pharmacotherapies for NMDAR-related diseases. Specific
involvement of preNMDAR in diseases is now being considered, including in epilepsy (Yang
and others 2006) and fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (Valenzuela and others 2008).
Synapse regulation by presynaptic ligand-gated ion channels
Many neurotransmitters activate presynaptic receptors that modulate presynaptic function.
Some of these presynaptic receptors are metabotropic receptors (e.g., GABAB receptors and
metabotropic glutamate receptors) that can modulate neurotransmitter release via second
messenger systems, affect presynaptic voltage-sensitive calcium channels, and/or directly alter
the release machinery itself. Other presynaptic receptors are ligand-gated ion channels,
including GABAA receptors, glycine receptors, kainate receptors, and most recently,
NMDARs (Engelman and MacDermott 2004; Khakh and Henderson 2000; MacDermott and
others 1999; Pinheiro and Mulle 2008). Particularly well characterized among these are the
presynaptic kainate receptors, which are present at several synapse classes in neocortex and
hippocampus (Contractor and others 2001; Lauri and others 2006; Pinheiro and others 2007;
Sun and Dobrunz 2006), and the presynaptic glycine receptors, which are present at the Calyx
of Held in the auditory brainstem (Awatramani and others 2005; Trussell 2002; Turecek and
Trussell 2001). Activation of presynaptic ionotropic receptors generally enhances synaptic
release, while presynaptic metabotropic receptors typically decrease release probability
(Pinheiro and Mulle 2008; Vitten and Isaacson 2001), although this trend is not universal
(Bardoni and others 2004; Casado and others 2000; Casado and others 2002). Heterogeneity
in presynaptic receptor expression across synapses, including preNMDAR expression,
contributes to the diversity of synapse function and plasticity in the CNS.
Physiological evidence for preNMDARs in cerebral cortex
Physiological evidence that preNMDARs regulate spontaneous synaptic transmission has been
found at a wide array of cortical synapses. The first evidence was at glutamatergic synapses in
layer 2 (L2) of entorhinal cortex, where bath application of the NMDAR antagonist APV
decreased the frequency of spontaneous miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs),
even when postsynaptic NMDARs had been previously blocked intracellularly. This suggested
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that non-postsynaptic, likely presynaptic NMDARs normally act to enhance spontaneous
neurotransmitter release (Berretta and Jones 1996) (Box 1). Subsequently, NMDAR agonists
were shown to enhance mEPSC frequency in both L2 and L5 of entorhinal cortex. This effect
was blocked by the NR2B subunit-specific antagonist ifenprodil, suggesting that the relevant
preNMDARs contain NR2B (Woodhall and others 2001). Similar effects of preNMDARs were
subsequently observed at excitatory synapses in L2/3, L4, and L5 of the rodent primary visual
cortex (Corlew and others 2007; Li and Han 2007; Li and others 2008; Sjöström and others
2003), CA1 of the hippocampus (Mameli and others 2005), dentate gyrus (Jourdain and others
2007), entorhinal cortex (Yang and others 2006), and in L2/3 of somatosensory cortex (Bender
and others 2006; Brasier and Feldman 2008). In addition to the aforementioned studies in the
neocortex and hippocampus, there is also compelling evidence for preNMDARs function in
the spinal cord (Bardoni and others 2004; Liu and others 1997), cerebellum (Casado and others
2000; Casado and others 2002; Duguid and Smart 2004 ; Glitsch and Marty 1999 ; reviewed
in Duguid and Sjöström 2006), and amygdala (Humeau and others 2003). Therefore, there is
an abundance of evidence that preNMDARs function widely throughout the central nervous
system and may qualify as a general mechanism of modulating spontaneous neurotransmitter
release.
In addition to affecting spontaneous release, it is now clear that preNMDARs also modulate
evoked (action potential-driven) transmitter release. For example, blockade of presumptive
preNMDARs decreases unitary synaptic responses between L5 pyramidal cells in primary
visual cortex (Sjöström and others 2003) (Fig. 1) and at synapses between L4 and L2/3
pyramids (L4-L2/3 synapses) in primary somatosensory cortex (Bender and others 2006;
Brasier and Feldman 2008). Paired pulse facilitation increases and coefficient of variation
(CV)−2 decreases during this effect, reflecting decreased presynaptic release probability. These
experiments were performed with postsynaptic NMDARs blocked, indicating that the relevant
NMDARs that regulate evoked release are non-postsynaptic, presumably preNMDARs.
PreNMDAR modulation of evoked release is only evident during high-frequency burst
stimulation in L5 of primary visual cortex, but occurs with sparse stimulation (two action
potentials at 33 ms interspike interval) at L4-L2/3 synapses in primary somatosensory cortex
(Brasier and Feldman 2008; Sjöström and others 2003). These data indicate that preNMDARs
are active during conditions of modest synaptic activity in acute slices, and this endogenous
activation of preNMDARs helps to maintain higher probabilities of evoked neurotransmitter
release, compared to release probability when preNMDARs are blocked. Thus, preNMDARs
enhance the probability of both spontaneous and evoked neurotransmitter release.
Anatomical evidence for presynaptic NMDARs in cerebral cortex
The physiological findings described above indicate that non-postsynaptic, presumably
presynaptic, NMDARs exist, which influence transmitter release. While presynaptic
localization of NMDARs is the simplest explanation for the effects on presynaptic transmitter
release, it remains possible that the relevant receptors are actually on another nearby neuron
or glial cell, which signals to the presynaptic terminal via an unknown mechanism. Thus, an
important line of evidence indicating that putative preNMDARs are actually localized on
presynaptic terminals comes from electron microscopy (EM) studies indicating that NMDAR
subunits are physically present at cortical presynaptic terminals (Box 2). In 1994, Aoki and
colleagues observed immunoperoxidase labeling of the NMDAR subunit NR1 in axons and
presynaptic terminals in primary visual cortex from 30-day old (P30) rats (Aoki and others
1994). Sparse labeling for the NR2B subunit has also been observed in presynaptic terminals
from neocortex of 5–6 month-old rats (Charton and others 1999;DeBiasi and others 1996).
Using immunogold labeling, NMDAR protein has also been found in presynaptic terminals of
the hippocampal dentate gyrus (Jourdain and others 2007). Together these studies confirm the
presence of NMDAR protein at presynaptic cortical terminals. In addition to the neocortex
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(Aoki and others 1994;Charton and others 1999;Corlew and others 2007;DeBiasi and others
1996;Fujisawa and Aoki 2003) and hippocampus (Charton and others 1999;Jourdain and others
2007;Siegel and others 1994), preNMDARs have also been observed using EM in the spinal
cord (Liu and others 1994;Lu and others 2005) and amygdala (Farb and others 1995;Pickel
and others 2006).
In EM studies, NMDAR immunostaining in presynaptic terminals is often sparse, and
substantially less intense than postsynaptic staining. This suggests a relatively low number of
preNMDARs, at least in rats > P25, when most EM studies have been performed. (See
Developmental regulation of preNMDARs, below, for evidence that preNMDAR expression
is substantially higher in young animals.) Another reason for sparse staining may be selective
expression of preNMDARs at specific classes of excitatory terminals. Consistent with this idea,
physiological evidence reveals functional preNMDARs at ascending L4-L2/3 synapses onto
L2/3 pyramidal cells in somatosensory cortex, but not at horizontal, L2/3-L2/3 synapses onto
the same postsynaptic neurons, or on local L4-L4 synapses made by the same presynaptic
neurons (Brasier and Feldman 2008) (Fig. 2). This input- and target-specific expression of
preNMDARs parallels synapse-specific expression of other presynaptic metabotropic and
ionotropic receptors (Scanziani and others 1998; Sun and Dobrunz 2006), and may be a general
mechanism for establishing synapse-selective release properties. The molecular mechanisms
by which preNMDARs and other presynaptic receptors are targeted to a specific subset of
terminals are not known, and there appear to be differences in preNMDAR expression between
cortical regions (Brasier and Feldman 2008; Corlew and others 2007).
How do preNMDARs regulate release?
NMDARs generate depolarization and are permeant to calcium, either of which could enhance
synaptic release probability via calcium-mediated signaling pathways. Which of these
pathways is most relevant, and what downstream signaling events lead to modulation of release,
are not known. Many potential mechanisms exist, and it is even possible that preNMDARs
signal through an unknown, non-voltage dependent, non-calcium dependent mechanism. Here
we consider several broad signaling motifs that may be involved in preNMDAR-mediated
enhancement of transmitter release (Fig. 3).
Direct depolarization of the terminal
It may be that preNMDARs act by causing depolarization of the presynaptic terminal. For
example, at the Calyx of Held, activation of presynaptic ionotropic glycine receptors causes
subthreshold depolarization of the terminal, which results in modest calcium influx through
voltage-sensitive calcium channels (VSCCs), which in turn increases the probability of release
to a subsequent action potential (Awatramani and others 2005). Such depolarization of the
presynaptic terminal may be a general mechanism by which presynaptic ionotropic receptors,
including preNMDARs, enhance release probability (Engelman and MacDermott 2004).
Calcium influx through preNMDARs
Calcium influx through preNMDARs, rather than depolarization, could be the initial trigger
for modulation of release. Recently, preNMDAR enhancement of spontaneous miniature
inhibitory post-synaptic current (mIPSC) frequency at synapses onto cerebellar Purkinje cells
has been shown to be independent of VSCCs, consistent with a direct effect of calcium through
preNMDARs (Glitsch 2008). However, whether cortical preNMDARs act independent of
VSCCs remains unknown.
The end result of either preNMDAR-mediated depolarization of the terminal or direct calcium
entry would be an increase in presynaptic Ca2+. This Ca2+ may then act directly on release
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machinery, for example by activating synaptotagmin and triggering vesicle fusion.
Alternatively, Ca2+ may act to increase release probability via one of several more indirect
pathways. First, Ca2+ may enhance the function of other calcium sources to facilitate
subsequent transmitter release. For example, increasing the association of presynaptic vesicle
proteins with VSCCs could prime transmitter-containing vesicles so that subsequent VSCC
activation more efficiently triggers transmitter release (Catterall 1998; Kim and Catterall
1997). Second, the Ca2+ signal could act by partially saturating endogenous calcium buffers,
which can lead to an increase in free calcium when VSCCs open during a subsequent action
potential (Felmy and others 2003). Third, many protein kinases and phosphatases depend on
calcium and could be activated by preNMDARs to modify function of various presynaptic ion
channels or biochemical pathways, even including modifications of the release machinery
itself. In support of this idea, postsynaptic NR2B–containing NMDARs have been found to
closely associate with calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (Strack and others
2000); if such association exists for preNMDARs, calcium-dependent kinase activity would
be even more plausible. Indeed, preNMDARs at the cerebellar parallel fiber to Purkinje synapse
have been proposed to activate presynaptic NO synthase and trigger an anterograde NO signal
which controls LTD at this synapse (Casado and others 2000; Casado and others 2002),
although whether the relevant NMDARs are truly presynaptic has been questioned (Shin and
Linden 2005). Finally, indirect signaling may occur through Ca2+ release from internal stores.
Evidence for this pathway is found in presynaptic inhibitory terminals onto cerebellar Purkinje
cells, where calcium influx through preNMDARs triggers calcium-induced calcium release
(CICR) via presynaptic ryanodine receptors, resulting in depolarization-induced potentiation
of inhibition (Duguid and Smart 2004). For a summary of preNMDAR action in the central
nervous system, see Table 1.
The dizzying array of possible mechanisms by which preNMDARs might alter
neurotransmission at different central synapses highlights the diverse roles they could play.
Which putative mechanisms are involved in their function at different synapses is likely to be
an important question over the next few years. Whether similar mechanisms act at different
synapses or whether each class of preNMDAR-expressing synapse has a unique set of
mechanisms that underlie the enhancement of transmitter release is a crucial question to
understanding the general principles that regulate synaptic transmission.
Endogenous activation of preNMDARs
To conduct ionic current, most NMDAR subtypes require glutamate binding, binding of
glycine (or D-serine) at the glycine site, and depolarization to relieve voltage-dependent
magnesium block. How these requirements are met for preNMDARs is not yet clear. The first
issue is what is the source of glutamate that activates preNMDARs? Cortical preNMDARs
contain the NR2B subunit (Brasier and Feldman 2008; Li and others 2008; Sjöström and others
2003; Woodhall and others 2001; Yang and others 2006), which confers high affinity for
glutamate (Laurie and Seeburg 1994; Priestley and others 1995). This opens the possibility
that low ambient levels of glutamate might tonically activate cortical preNMDARs. Such tonic
activation has been observed for postsynaptic NMDARs in slice preparations (Cavelier and
Attwell 2005; Le Meur and others 2007; Sah and others 1989), but see (Herman and Jahr
2007). Tonic activation of preNMDARs by ambient glutamate is indicated by studies in which
NMDAR antagonists decreased mEPSC frequency in slices in which all spiking activity was
blocked by TTX (Berretta and Jones 1996; Corlew and others 2007; Li and Han 2007; Li and
others 2008; Sjöström and others 2003; Woodhall and others 2001). These findings
demonstrate that ambient glutamate, present in slices without action potential-evoked release,
is sufficient to functionally activate preNMDARs. Notably, the ability of preNMDARs to
modify mEPSC frequency is apparent at physiological temperatures, but is absent at room
temperature unless glutamate concentration is enhanced by high-frequency synaptic activity
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or blockade of excitatory amino acid transporters (Bender and others 2006; Brasier and
Feldman 2008; Cavelier and Attwell 2005). This suggests that ambient glutamate concentration
or the sensitivity of preNMDAR modulation of release is regulated by temperature.
Importantly, preNMDAR enhancement of release is not saturated by ambient glutamate
because application of NMDAR agonists enhances mEPSC frequency (Brasier and Feldman
2008; Woodhall and others 2001). These data suggest that activity-dependent changes in local
glutamate concentration might dynamically regulate preNMDAR activation, and therefore
release probability.
The cellular source of glutamate for preNMDARs remains unclear. PreNMDARs only
contribute to evoked release at L5 pyramidal cell synapses when the presynaptic cell fires
bursts, suggesting that preNMDARs act as autoreceptors for glutamate that builds up with
release from the presynaptic terminal (Sjöström and others 2003). As such, preNMDARs may
help maintain a high release probability in the face of continuous firing. Presynaptic kainate
receptors act in a similar autocrine fashion to depolarize terminals and enhance transmitter
release (Sun and Dobrunz 2006). Unlike presynaptic kainate receptors, whose effect on release
gradually increases with subsequent spikes within a burst, preNMDARs affect transmitter
release even during the first action potential in a burst (Sjöström and others 2003). This
difference may owe to the comparatively low affinity for glutamate of presynaptic kainate
receptors versus NR2B–containing NMDARs (Pinheiro and others 2007). Glutamate for
preNMDAR activation can also arise from postsynaptic dendritic release of glutamate, which
allows preNMDARs to modulate GABAergic synapses in the cerebellum (Duguid and Smart
2004).
Glia may also play a key role in dynamically regulating glutamate concentration for
preNMDAR activation. Astrocytes have recently been shown to contain glutamate vesicles
which undergo exocytosis when stimulated by prostaglandins, tumor necrosis factor-alpha, or
metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) agonists (Bezzi and others 1998; Bezzi and others
2001; Bezzi and others 2004). In the hippocampal perforant path to granule cell synapse, whole-
cell stimulation of synaptically associated astrocytes increases mEPSC frequency (Jourdain
and others 2007) (Fig 4A). This effect was prevented when astrocytic exocytosis was blocked
or when preNMDARs were blocked with NR2B–selective antagonists. Furthermore, immuno
EM revealed NR2B–containing preNMDARs in the extrasynaptic portion of excitatory
perforant path terminals, closely apposed to the vesicles of synaptically associated astrocytes
(Jourdain and others 2007) (Fig 4B). These findings strongly suggest that dynamic glial release
of glutamate contributes to activation of preNMDARs. It will be vital to test whether other
preNMDARs (including in neocortex) are regulated by a similar mechanism.
A second issue is whether preNMDARs are functionally regulated by availability of glycine
or other ligands at the glycine binding site. Glycine binding is required for preNMDAR
function, because blockade of the glycine binding site fully prevents the effects of preNMDARs
on mEPSCs in primary visual cortex. However, exogenous application of D-serine (a selective
agonist for the glycine site) does not enhance mEPSC frequency (Li and Han 2007). Thus,
unlike the postsynaptic NMDAR, the glycine site on preNMDARs may be saturated under
physiological conditions, which may be due in part to the relatively high affinity NR2B–
containing NMDARs have for glycine (Kew and others 1998). In addition to glycine and D-
serine, preNMDAR function is modulated by other amino acids. Taurine, an endogenous
analogue of glycine, has been found to increase the preNMDAR-mediated enhancement of
Schaffer collateral fiber volley amplitude without affecting the postsynaptic NMDAR-
mediated enhancement of field EPSC slope (Suarez and Solis 2006).
A third issue is the source of depolarization for preNMDAR activation. The fact that
preNMDAR blockade alters mEPSC frequency when spikes are blocked by TTX (Berretta and
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Jones 1996; Brasier and Feldman 2008; Corlew and others 2007; Li and Han 2007; Li and
others 2008; Sjöström and others 2003) indicates that preNMDARs actively enhance release
even when depolarization from sodium spikes is absent. This could indicate that (i) resting
potential in terminals is sufficiently depolarized to partially relieve Mg2+ block of
preNMDARs, (ii) preNMDARs may exhibit less voltage-dependence than classical
postsynaptic NMDARs, or (iii) preNMDAR modulation of release may not require current
flow. Although a relatively depolarized resting potential is a possibility because the presynaptic
terminal is a small, high input resistance compartment that would be readily depolarized by
small local excitatory currents, this idea is speculative and, at least in the Calyx of Held
terminals where it can be measured, the resting membrane potential is close to −80mV
(Awatramani and others 2005; Duguid and Smart 2004). It is possible that preNMDARs lack
a voltage-activated component, as this has been observed in some receptor subtypes. In
particular, heteromeric NMDAR channels containing the obligatory NR1 subunit with either
NR2C, NR2D, NR3A, or NR3B subunits (perhaps in addition to NR2B subunits) would be
expected to exhibit less basal magnesium block compared to postsynaptic NMDARs composed
primarily of NR1 with NR2A and/or NR2B (Cull-Candy and others 2001; Monyer and others
1992; Sasaki and others 2002). Notably, preNMDARs in CA1 hippocampus of very young
(<P5) rats have been suggested to contain NR2D subunits (Mameli and others 2005). Thus,
determining the molecular composition of preNMDARs will be crucially important to
understanding their voltage dependence and their function under physiological conditions.
The function of preNMDARs might also be subject to neuromodulation. In hippocampal slices
from <P5 rats, the excitatory neurosteroid pregnenolone sulfate increases mEPSCs frequency.
This effect is blocked by bath application of NMDAR antagonists, including the NR2C/NR2D–
selective antagonist PPDA, but not by selective blockade of postsynaptic NMDARs. An
endogenous pregnenolone sulfate-like neurosteroid was found to be released by postsynaptic
depolarization and to enhance preNMDAR function (Mameli and others 2005), raising the
possibility that preNMDARs may be an important site of neuromodulatory control of release
probability and network excitability.
Role in LTD
NMDARs are required for many forms of synaptic plasticity, including long-term potentiation
(LTP) and depression (LTD) (Bliss and Collingridge 1993; Collingridge and Bliss 1995;
Malenka and Bear 2004). While postsynaptic NMDARs are well established to trigger
induction of classical forms of LTP and LTD, as best defined at CA3-CA1 excitatory synapses
in hippocampus, recent studies indicate that preNMDARs, rather than postsynaptic NMDARs,
mediate at least one prominent form of plasticity, spike timing-dependent LTD (tLTD), at some
synapses.
Spike timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) is a physiologically realistic form of bidirectional
synaptic plasticity in which LTP or LTD is induced in response to the precise timing between
presynaptic spikes (and the excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) they elicit) and
postsynaptic spikes (Dan and Poo 2006; Magee and Johnston 1997; Markram and others
1997). Spike timing-dependent LTP (tLTP) is induced when presynaptic spikes precede
postsynaptic spikes by < 20 ms, while tLTD is induced when presynaptic spikes follow
postsynaptic spikes by up to 20–50 ms. STDP occurs throughout the neocortex (Egger and
others 1999; Feldman 2000; Froemke and Dan 2002; Sjöström and others 2001) and has
functional properties that may underlie development, plasticity, and competition within
sensory maps. In particular, tLTD may underlie deprivation- and experience-induced
weakening of sensory responses during receptive field plasticity (Allen and others 2003;
Celikel and others 2004; Dan and Poo 2006).
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NMDAR activation is necessary for most forms of cortical STDP. At several synapses in young
rodents, including L4-L2/3 synapses in somatosensory and visual cortex, and synapses between
L5 pyramidal neurons in visual cortex, the induction of tLTD has been found to specifically
require preNMDARs, but not postsynaptic NMDARs (Bender and others 2006; Corlew and
others 2007; Rodríguez-Moreno and Paulsen 2008; Sjöström and others 2003) (Fig. 5). This
was elegantly shown at unitary L4-L2/3 synapses in mouse somatosensory cortex, using dual
whole-cell recordings of synaptically connected L4 and L2/3 neurons. Postsynaptic or
presynaptic NMDA receptors were selectively blocked by internal application of the NMDAR
pore blocker MK-801 into the pre- or postsynaptic neuron. tLTD was completely blocked by
presynaptic MK-801, but was unaffected by postsynaptic MK-801. This indicates that LTD
involved presynaptic, but not postsynaptic, NMDARs, and rules out the possibility that glial
NMDARs are required in tLTD (Rodríguez-Moreno and Paulsen 2008 ).
PreNMDAR-dependent tLTD requires postsynaptic calcium elevation and, in the
somatosensory cortex at least, activation of postsynaptic group I mGluRs, and is expressed as
a reduction in the probability of neurotransmitter release, implicating a retrograde signal
(Bender and others 2006; Nevian and Sakmann 2006). This retrograde signal involves the well-
established endocannabinoid retrograde signaling pathway, which mediates many forms of
short- and long-term synaptic plasticity (Chevaleyre and others 2006), because postsynaptic
synthesis of endocannabinoids and activation of presynaptic cannabinoid type 1 (CB1)
receptors are required for tLTD (Bender and others 2006; Sjöström and others 2003). Thus,
tLTD at these synapses involves both preNMDAR and CB1 signaling (Bender and others
2006; Nevian and Sakmann 2006; Sjöström and others 2003).
Such CB1- and preNMDAR-dependent, presynaptically expressed tLTD is common in
neocortex, at least during early postnatal development (Corlew and others 2007), but is not
universal (e.g., Froemke and others 2005). Currently, there is no explanation for why some
forms of LTD are preNMDAR-dependent while others are postsynaptic NMDAR-dependent.
In addition to tLTD, it is tempting to speculate that more forms of preNMDAR-dependent
plasticity exist, but have not been discovered due to assumptions, based on analogy to CA3-
CA1 synapses in hippocampus, that postsynaptic NMDARs generally mediate LTP and LTD.
The prevalence of multiple, distinct forms of LTD throughout the brain, including preNMDAR-
CB1 LTD, and the recent discovery of preNMDAR-dependent LTP in the amygdala (Humeau
and others 2003), indicate that plasticity at CA3-CA1 synapses may not be canonical and
underscore the need to test specifically for pre- versus post-synaptic NMDAR involvement in
specific forms of synaptic plasticity.
Role of preNMDARs in CB1/preNMDAR-dependent LTD
How might preNMDARs contribute to tLTD? Coincidence detection for STDP, and for
Hebbian plasticity generally, is widely posited to be performed by postsynaptic NMDARs
(Dan and Poo 2006). In one standard STDP model, presynaptically released glutamate strongly
activates postsynaptic NMDAR currents when release is rapidly followed by depolarization
from postsynaptic spikes, leading to calcium influx that is supralinear compared to glutamate
release or postsynaptic spikes alone. This supralinear calcium is thought to drive LTP
induction. In contrast, post-leading-pre spike order drives sublinear calcium influx, leading to
LTD (Koester and Sakmann 1998; Shouval and Kalantzis 2005). While this model may hold
at synapses that exhibit postsynaptic NMDAR-dependent STDP, calcium from postsynaptic
NMDARs is not required to drive tLTD at synapses which exhibit preNMDAR/CB1-dependent
tLTD (Bender and others 2006; Corlew and others 2007; Duguid and Sjöström 2006; Sjöström
and others 2003). Thus, at these synapses, postsynaptic NMDARs cannot perform coincidence
detection for tLTD, and the induction of tLTD must involve a separate coincidence detection
mechanisms than those for tLTP (Bender and others 2006; Nevian and Sakmann 2006).
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Induction of tLTD at these synapses may involve preNMDARs and CB1 receptors (Duguid
and Sjöström 2006; Sjöström and others 2003).
Whether and how preNMDARs contribute to coincidence detection for preNMDAR-
dependent, CB1-dependent tLTD is debated. In one hypothesis, presynaptic spikes provide
glutamate and depolarization to activate preNMDARs, postsynaptic spikes evoke
endocannabinoid release to activate CB1 receptors, and coincident activation of preNMDARs
and CB1 receptors triggers tLTD (Duguid and Sjöström 2006; Sjöström and others 2003) (Fig.
6A). Consistent with this model, exogenous cannabinoid agonists induce tLTD at synapses
between L5 pyramidal cells in visual cortex, and this effect is blocked when preNMDARs are
blocked by APV, indicating that coincident activation of CB1 receptors and preNMDARs is
required for this form of synapse weakening. Also consistent with this model, prolonging the
half-life of endogenously released cannabinoids broadens the timing window for tLTD within
the STDP rule (Sjöström and others 2003). However, a potential difficulty with this model is
that endocannabinoid synthesis, release, and retrograde signaling must occur with ~10 ms
precision, which may be faster than possible for endocannabinoid signaling (Heinbockel and
others 2005). Another difficulty is that, at least at L4-L2/3 synapses in primary somatosensory
cortex, tLTD can be induced even when preNMDARs are blocked during post-leading-pre
spike pairing, indicating that these receptors do not participate in coincidence detection for
tLTD (Bender and others 2006).
An alternative hypothesis is that preNMDARs do not contribute to millisecond-scale
coincidence detection of pre- and postsynaptic activity during tLTD induction, but rather act
on a slower time scale to modulate tLTD induction. In this model, rapid coincidence detection
for tLTD occurs through a separate, postsynaptic mechanism. One such mechanism is
suggested by findings at L4-L2/3 synapses in primary somatosensory cortex, where tLTD
requires postsynaptic VSCCs and group I mGluRs, both of which are upstream of
endocannabinoid synthesis (Bender and others 2006) (Fig. 6B). Calcium and mGluR activation
are known to drive endocannabinoid synthesis, and joint activation of these pathways greatly
facilitates endocannabinoid synthesis and cannabinoid-dependent plasticity (Chevaleyre and
others 2006; Hashimotodani and others 2005). According to this model, presynaptic spikes
provide glutamate to activate mGluRs, postsynaptic spikes drive calcium entry through
VSCCs, and appropriately timed, near-coincident activation of these two pathways leads to
synergistic endocannabinoid synthesis and release. The retrograde endocannabinoid signal
then instructs the presynaptic terminal to express LTD. While acute blockade of preNMDARs
during post-pre spike pairing does not block tLTD at this synapse, persistent blockade of
preNMDARs for many minutes prior to pairing does block tLTD (Bender and others 2006).
This suggests that preNMDAR activity is required on long time scales for tLTD induction, but
not for rapid coincidence detection during pairing. This model does not predict strong synapse
specificity for tLTD, since post-pre pairing at one synapse would generate cannabinoid signals
that could diffuse retrogradely to neighboring synapses and drive heterosynaptic LTD. In
contrast, the model proposed by Sjöström et al. (2003) predicts that only those presynaptic
terminals which are active within milliseconds of postsynaptic activation would experience
coincident activation of preNMDARs and CB1 receptors, and would undergo LTD. Future
studies need to distinguish between these distinct tLTD models.
Developmental regulation of preNMDARs role in neurotransmission and
plasticity
Despite the large body of evidence reviewed above, preNMDARs are not found at all synapses,
in all brain areas, in all studies. Some explanation is offered by a growing body of evidence
indicating that the function of preNMDARs decreases dramatically over development. One of
the first suggestions that preNMDARs are regulated over development came from a study in
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the CA1 region of the hippocampus, where the neuromodulatory effects of pregnenolone
sulfate on preNMDARs was observed only during a brief window of postnatal rodent
development (<P5) (Mameli and others 2005). While this effect might arise at any point along
the neuromodulatory pathway, it was hypothesized that the loss of function arose from a decline
in preNMDAR function due to a developmental loss of NR2D–containing preNMDARs. The
presence of NR2D permits NMDARs to function at hyperpolarized potentials and, thus, could
account for the ability of preNMDARs to be tonically active in the absence of strong
depolarization (Mameli and others 2005). The developmental loss of NR2D might then
increase voltage-dependence of preNMDARs, effectively disabling their function. In support
of this interpretation, while preNMDARs may facilitate tonic transmitter release at the CA3-
CA1 synapse only in young (<P5) mice (Mameli and others 2005) they may continue to alter
evoked transmitter release at older ages (Suarez and Solis 2006; Suarez and others 2005). Thus,
with a change in the subunit composition of preNMDARs, their ability to participate in
spontaneous and evoked transmitter release might change.
Several studies now indicate that preNMDAR function attenuates with development, although
the developmental timing of this attenuation varies in different regions of the brain. For
example, unlike the early loss of preNMDAR function observed in the hippocampus (Mameli
and others 2005), preNMDAR function in entorhinal cortex L5 pyramidal neurons is not lost
until late in development (Yang and others 2006). Specifically, preNMDARs enhance the
frequency of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs) at 5 weeks of age in the
entorhinal cortex, but this effect is absent by 5 months (Yang and others 2006). Although the
time course for the developmental loss of preNMDARs is different between the hippocampus
and entorhinal cortex, a change in preNMDAR subunit composition may underlie the loss of
preNMDAR function in both regions (Mameli and others 2005; Yang and others 2006). To
examine this possibility in the entorhinal cortex, the investigators took advantage of the
observation that preNMDARs, but not postsynaptic NMDARs, are thought to contain the
NR2B subunit in L5 pyramidal neurons at 5 weeks of age. Accordingly, the NR2B agonist
Ro25–6981 could effectively reduce the frequency of sEPSCs at 5 weeks of age but not at 5
months of age, indicating that NR2B–containing preNMDARs were no longer contributing to
the spontaneous release probability.
A profound developmental reduction in preNMDAR functions has been observed in the
primary visual cortex (Corlew and others 2007), suggesting that this might be a general feature
of preNMDAR expression. In the mouse primary visual cortex, the ability of preNMDARs to
enhance spontaneous release probability onto cells in L2/3, L4, and L5 is completely lost at 3
weeks of age (Fig. 7). Consistent with this observation, there is a dramatic reduction in the
anatomical expression of terminals containing preNMDARs; while roughly 60% of
presynaptic terminals contain the obligatory NMDAR subunit NR1 in L2/3 asymmetric
(excitatory) synapses at P16, only 30% do so at P27. While there are several possible
explanations for the total loss of preNMDAR functions in spontaneous release without the
complete loss of expression at P27, one parsimonious explanation is that the reduction in
preNMDAR expression is also coupled to a change in preNMDAR subunit composition. Such
an observation would be consistent with the mechanisms suggested for the developmental loss
of preNMDARs in entorhinal cortex and hippocampus. Moreover, a role for preNMDARs in
supporting evoked neurotransmitter release in the adult neocortex has not been tested to date.
What is the physiological outcome of a developmental decrease in preNMDARs?
Neurotransmitter release probability decreases significantly during early development, causing
some synapses to switch with age from displaying a depressing response with pairs or bursts
of stimulation to a facilitating response (Bolshakov and Siegelbaum 1995; Choi and Lovinger
1997; Dekay and others 2006; Pouzat and Hestrin 1997; Reyes and Sakmann 1999). The timing
for these observed changes in presynaptic function coincides roughly with the developmental
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decrease in preNMDAR function in the hippocampus (Mameli and others 2005), entorhinal
cortex (Yang and others 2006), and visual cortex (Corlew and others 2007). Therefore, a
reduction in preNMDAR function might contribute to a developmental decrease in release
probability, which may be a general property of early circuit formation. Synaptic terminals
may require a high release probability to facilitate synapse formation during early
synaptogenesis (Rumpel and others 2004). When synaptic connections become more stable,
the need for that high release probability may decrease as connections can be strengthened and
weakened by changes on the postsynaptic side.
As presynaptic and postsynaptic receptor properties change with development, synaptic
plasticity mechanisms may be forced to adapt to these changes (Frenkel and Bear 2004; He
and others 2006; Jo and others 2006; Nosyreva and Huber 2005; Yashiro and others 2005;
Yasuda and others 2003). The mechanisms of synaptic plasticity cannot be studied without
reference to development: even the pre- versus postsynaptic locus induction and expression of
LTP and LTD can vary with development (Corlew and others 2007; Crozier and others
2007; Nosyreva and Huber 2005). As preNMDARs are lost during development of the L4-
L2/3 pathway in visual cortex, there is a developmental switch from the involvement of
preNMDARs to postsynaptic NMDARs in LTD (Corlew and others 2007). Thus, while
preNMDARs can contribute to the properties of neurotransmission and act as coincidence
detectors for tLTD induction during early life, the role of postsynaptic NMDARs in tLTD
increases as that of preNMDARs diminishes.
Activity-dependent and disease-induced changes in preNMDARs
While postsynaptic NMDAR expression and function are sensitive to experience-driven
changes in neural activity levels (Carmignoto and Vicini 1992; Hestrin 1992; Monyer and
others 1994; Philpot and others 2001), it was only recently that similar activity dependence
has been observed for preNMDARs. For example, in cultured cerebellar GABAergic neurons,
where preNMDARs may act as heteroreceptors for glutamate to increase GABA release, the
developmental loss of preNMDARs can be accelerated by treatment with NMDA (Fiszman
and others 2005). While there may be several mechanisms that underlie this activity-dependent
change in preNMDAR function, it is possible that changes in activity levels may alter the
subunit composition of preNMDARs and/or their expression at the synapse (due to differential
receptor trafficking). In support of this idea, pharmacological blockade of NMDARs in vivo
rapidly increases the presence of presynaptic NR2A subunits, and decreases that of NR2B
subunits, in both postsynaptic spines and presynaptic terminals of adult rat visual cortex (Aoki
and others 1994; Fujisawa and Aoki 2003). The time scale (<30 min) of these changes suggest
an activity-dependent modification in preNMDAR trafficking, and changes in activity levels
may uniquely alter the trafficking of the various NMDAR subtypes.
If modulating activity in vivo similarly alters expression and function of preNMDARs, then
changes in preNMDAR function could occur during, or contribute to, neurological disorders
such as epilepsy that involve large-scale changes in network activity and excitation. Chronic
changes in neural activity levels in epileptic patients have been shown to affect NMDAR
function and expression (Avanzini and Franceschetti 2003; Dalby and Mody 2001; Morimoto
and others 2004). However, few studies have considered the possibility that preNMDARs may
be affected. One recent study in rodents indicates that epileptic activity could affect the function
of preNMDARs. Specifically, preNMDARs were reinstated, or their normal developmental
down-regulation prevented, in the adult entorhinal cortex following 2–4 weeks of lithium-
pilocarpine treatment to induce seizures (Yang and others 2006). In these mice, the recurrent
seizure activity recovered a high frequency of sEPSCs that could be decreased by the NR2B–
specific antagonist Ro 25–6981. Littermate controls with no seizures had no increase in
sEPSCs, and the frequency of sEPSCs in these control mice was not affected by Ro 25–6981
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application (Yang and others 2006) (Fig. 8). These data indicate that the ability of preNMDARs
to enhance spontaneous transmitter release was enhanced in a seizure model, although it has
not yet been determined whether this increase was causal to, or a consequence of, increased
neural activity. In support of the idea that preNMDARs may be involved in some forms of
epilepsy, it is interesting to note that gabapentin, a drug prescribed to treat epilepsy, may act
to decrease neurotransmitter release via preNMDARs (Suarez and others 2005).
NMDARs have a known role in the etiologies of many serious neurological disorders including
Huntington's, Parkinson’s, stroke, schizophrenia, epilepsy, and neuropathic pain (Fan and
Raymond 2007; Gogas 2006; Heresco-Levy and Javitt 1998; Liu and others 1997; Missale and
others 2006; Visser and Schug 2006). However the contribution of preNMDARs to these
disorders is unexplored due to the assumption that NMDARs act primarily postsynaptically.
It is now clear that preNMDARs may have a very important role in synaptic transmission and
plasticity, especially during very early development when many such neuropathologies are
forming. With an increased understanding of the importance of preNMDAR functions, we
must now consider the possibility that many global NMDAR antagonists that are being used
to treat neurological disorders may have some of their therapeutic value or deleterious off-
target effects by acting on preNMDARs (Suarez and others 2005). If this is the case, it suggests
that better pharmacological therapies for disorders involving NMDAR dysfunction may be
revealed by selectively targeting pre- versus post-synaptic NMDARs. Furthermore,
preNMDARs have been found to have a direct involvement in epilepsy (Yang and others
2006) and also appear to contribute to fetal alcohol spectrum disorder via a pregnenolone-
dependent mechanism (Valenzuela and others 2008). Therefore we now need a better
understanding of when, where, and how preNMDARs can affect synaptic communication,
plasticity, and neural network function. The molecularly distinct composition of pre- versus
post-synaptic NMDARs provides the promise of a future generation of drugs which can
selectively target the relevant receptors.
Box 1. Physiological methods to detect functional preNMDARs
Two general approaches have been used to provide evidence for the existence and function
of preNMDARs: physiological and anatomical. The most common has been the
physiological approach of measuring the effect of blocking preNMDARs on the frequency
of neurotransmitter release, measured electrophysiologically as spontaneous or miniature
excitatory postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs or mEPSCs) recorded in the postsynaptic neuron.
If preNMDARs normally function to increase spontaneous release frequency, then acute
blockade of preNMDARs should reversibly decrease the frequency of synaptic events.
Because most pharmacological blockers of preNMDARs also block postsynaptic
NMDARs, this approach is only interpretable if postsynaptic NMDARs are selectively
blocked first, so that subsequent effects of NMDAR antagonists can be attributed to non-
postsynaptic, presumably presynaptic NMDARs (Berretta and Jones 1996; Woodhall and
others 2001; Sjostrom and others 2003; Bender and others 2006; Corlew and others 2007;
Brasier and Feldman 2008). This recording paradigm is schematized (reproduced with
permission from Corlew and others 2007) and an example given (reproduced with
permission from Beretta and Jones 1996) to illustrate the approach. In this example, after
first blocking postsynaptic NMDARs, subsequent bath application of the NMDAR
antagonist of D-APV reduces the frequency of sEPSCs measured in layer 2 entorhinal cortex
neurons.
Used alone, this approach has two shortcomings. First, although the NMDARs that regulate
the frequency of synaptic events in this assay cannot be postsynaptic, they are only presumed
to be presynaptic (though localization in the presynaptic terminal is the most parsimonious
explanation for modulation of transmitter release probability). Second, because spontaneous
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transmitter release and action potential-evoked release can be distinct processes, whether
preNMDARs modulate evoked release must be tested separately. This has been done by
acutely blocking preNMDARs (again, when postsynaptic NMDARs are already selectively
blocked), and testing for a decrease in evoked EPSC amplitude, coupled with changes in
short-term synaptic depression or facilitation that occur characteristically when release
probability is altered.
Improved tools will help better test for preNMDARs and determine their precise function.
Recently, selective blockade of preNMDARs has been achieved by performing paired
synaptic recordings and loading the presynaptic neuron with an NMDAR antagonist
(Rodríguez and Paulsen, 2008). No other methods currently exist to selectively activate,
block, or remove preNMDARs without also affecting postsynaptic NMDARs. Modern
genetic and optical methods could provide such tools. For example, if preNMDARs
preferentially contain specific NMDAR subunits, viral expression of siRNA or other genetic
approaches could be used to selectively block expression of functional NMDARs in specific
neurons (Zong and others 2005; Miskevich and others 2006; Luo and others 2008). Paired
whole-cell recordings could then be used to identify differences in transmission between
preNMDAR-deleted and control synapses. Another approach would be to monitor
presynaptic function directly (e.g., by calcium imaging in presynaptic terminals) while
selectively modulating preNMDARs by focal application of agonists or antagonists (e.g.
glutamate uncaging), to test whether, and how, preNMDAR activity modulates transmitter
release. These and other new approaches would enable preNMDAR prevalence and function
to be examined in more detail.
Box 2. Anatomical methods to visualize preNMDARs
In addition to electrophysiological approaches, immunoperoxidase and immunogold
electron microscopy (EM) have been used to directly visualize preNMDARs.
Immunoperoxidase staining is a sensitive assay in which an enzymatic reaction increases
the intensity of the diaminobenzidine (DAB) reporter signal for maximum threshold of
localization of NMDARs (Aoki and others 1994; Liu and others 1994; Siegel and others
1994; DeBiasi and others 1996; Charton and others 1999; Lu and others 2005; Corlew,
Wang and others 2007). While immunoperoxidase EM is extremely sensitive, it suffers
from technical limitations. It is very difficult to distinguish weak from strong
immunoreaction. Furthermore, the visualized reaction product tends to migrate during the
peroxidase reaction, degrading subcellular localization. Therefore, while presynaptic
staining can be detected, exact localization within the terminal is not possible. A more
precise localization method uses gold particles conjugated to the secondary antibody
(immunogold EM). Below is an example of anatomical evidence for preNMDARs in L2/3
of the rodent neocortex suggested by postembedding immunogold for an antibody that
recognizes both NR2A and NR2B (Figure is courtesy R. Weinberg, University of North
Carolina). Presynaptic labeling with 10 nm gold particles is indicated by arrowheads. Using
this method, several studies have observed expression of NMDARs on the presynaptic
membrane, where they would be well-positioned to modulate neurotransmitter release
(Aoki and others 2003; Fujisawa and Aoki 2003; Pickel and others 2006; Jourdain and
others 2007). The relatively limited identification of preNMDARs could be due to several
factors, including a low prevalence of preNMDARs compared to postsynaptic NMDARs,
and age- or region-specific expression of preNMDARs.
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Fig. 1. PreNMDARs can enhance action potential-evoked neurotransmission
Evidence that preNMDARs modulate evoked transmitter release between pairs of L5
pyramidal neurons in primary visual cortex. (A) With postsynaptic NMDARs blocked by
voltage-clamping the postsynaptic neuron at −90mV, preNMDAR blockade decreases EPSC
amplitude and short-term synaptic depression. Sample recording showing averaged responses
before (a) and during (b) application of APV. (B) APV wash-in reversibly decreased responses
to 30 Hz spiking between pairs of L5 neurons recorded in voltage-clamp at −90 mV.
Reproduced with permission from Sjöström and others (2003).
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Fig. 2. Synapse-specific expression of preNMDARs
PreNMDARs decrease synaptic strength and increase paired-pulse ratios at layer (L) 4-L2/3
synapses, but not at L2/3-L2/3 synapses or at L4-L4 synapses in the rodent somatosensory
cortex. (A) Recording set-up for these experiments. Top: Representative experiment testing
the effect of D-APV on AMPA-EPSCs evoked on the L2/3 cross-columnar pathway (L2/3-
L2/3) and on L4-L2/3 inputs to the same postsynaptic cell. Amplitude of the first AMPA-EPSC
on each pathway. Insets: Pairs of AMPA-EPSCs before (black) and during (grey) D-APV
application. Bottom: Mean effect of D-APV on first AMPA-EPSC amplitude for L2/3-L2/3
inputs (triangles) and simultaneously measured L4-L2/3 inputs (circles). Bars represent
population means (* = p < 0.05). (B) Differential interference contrast image of example
synaptically coupled L4 excitatory cells, with regular-spiking pattern for these cells.
Postsynaptic EPSCs elicited by a pair of presynaptic spikes before (black) and after (grey)
50µM D-APV application for the regular-spiking pair above. Lack of effect of D-APV on
amplitude of the first uEPSC for one representative cell pair. Mean effect of D-APV application
on first uEPSC amplitude. Reproduced with permission from Brasier and Feldman (2008).
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Fig. 3. Schematic of possible mechanisms for preNMDAR-enhancement of neurotransmitter
release
There are three potential signals (green) emanating directly from the preNMDAR that could
modulate release: direct Ca2+ entry, depolarization leading to the opening of VSCCs, and
current-independent effects. The two ultimate mechanisms (blue) for expression of increased
release are direct triggering of release by Ca2+ signals, or indirect signaling that changes the
probability of release. Signaling to one of these ends could be carried out directly by Ca2+, or
by several different intermediates (red): an amplified Ca2+ signal through calcium-induced
calcium release (CICR), kinases/phosphatases that alter future Ca2+ entry, or increased Ca2+
-sensitivity of release machinery.
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Fig. 4. Glutamate released from astrocytes can regulate neurotransmitter release
(A) Electrical stimulation (stim) of an astrocyte (AST) increases miniature excitatory synaptic
currents recorded in a granule cell (GC) in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. (B) Electron
micrographs showing NR2B gold particles in extrasynaptic membranes (arrows) of nerve
terminals (Ter) making asymmetric synapses with dendritic spines (Sp) in the dentate
molecular layer and an associated astrocytic process (Ast). Inset shows at higher magnification
NR2B particles apposed to an astrocytic process that contains synaptic like microvesicles
(arrowheads). Scale bars, 100 nm. Reproduced with permission from Jourdain and others
(2007).
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Fig. 5. The induction of some forms of long-term depression (LTD) requires preNMDARs
(A,B) Extracellularly evoked L4-L2/3 EPSPs in somatosensory cortex. (A) In L4-L2/3
somatosensory cortex connections, robust timing-dependent LTD can be induced in control
experiments (closed circles) by repetitively pairing postsynaptic action potentials followed
closely in time with an EPSP (pairing protocol is indicated by gray bar). The LTD is observed
even when postsynaptic NMDARs are blocked with postsynaptic internal MK-801 (open
circles), but not when APV is bath applied (not shown). (B) Bath-applying the endocannabinoid
agonist AEA induces a lasting LTD at L4-L2/3 synapses (indicated by a reduction of EPSP
slope, normalized to baseline). Prior blockade of pre- and post-synaptic NMDARs with bath
applied D-APV blocks this AEA-induced LTD (no reduction in EPSP slope from baseline),
while postsynaptic NMDAR blockade with MK-801 does not block AEA-induced LTD (not
shown). (C–H) Synaptically coupled L4-L2/3 excitatory pairs in somatosensory cortex. (C)
Postsynaptic MK-801 (grey) completely blocks induction of timing-dependent long-term
potentiation (tLTP), while control (no MK-801) neurons (black) exhibit normal LTP. Inset,
EPSP before (1) and 30 min after (2) the LTP pairing protocol. (D) Postsynaptic MK-801 did
not block tLTD. Symbols and traces are presented as in C. (E) Summary of C, D. (F) During
paired recordings, presynaptic MK-801 did not block the induction of tLTP. (G) Presynapitic
MK-801 completely blocks tLTD. Symbols and traces are presented as in C. (H) Summary of
F, G. Control tLTP refers to values obtained using extracellular stimulation. (E,H) The numbers
of slices are shown in parentheses. All error bars are s.e.m. * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, Student’s
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t-test. (A,B) Reproduced with permission from Bender and others (2006), (C–H) reproduced
with permission from Rodríguez-Moreno and Paulsen (2008).
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Fig. 6. Two models showing preNMDAR involvement in the coincidence detection of spike timing-
dependent LTD
(A) It has been proposed in L5 of visual cortex (Sjöström and others 2003) that postsynaptic
action potentials trigger the release of endocannabinoids in a mechanism similar to short-term
depression caused during depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition. When presynaptic
activity follows this cannabinoid release in a short time window, it coincidently activates
preNMDARs and presynaptic CB1 receptors to trigger LTD induction. Reproduced with
permission from Sjöström and others 2003. (B) Schematic for a possible postsynaptic
coincidence detector for CB1-mediated tLTD. Black, pathway for mGluR-dependent
cannabinoid synthesis. Red, pathway for VSCC- and calcium-dependent cannabinoid
synthesis. Purple, potential synergistic pathways that increase cannabinoid production in
response to appropriately timed pre- and postsynaptic spikes. Presynaptic NMDARs play a
modulatory role in LTD in this hypothesis. Schematic based on data in Bender and others
2006.
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Fig. 7. Evidence for a developmental reduction in preNMDAR functions
(A) D,L-APV (or D-APV where indicated) strongly reduced AMPAR-mediated mEPSC
frequency from baseline in L2/3, L4, and L5 pyramidal cells in the visual cortex of mice at
P7–20 but not older mice. Sample sizes are given within the bars. (B) Immuno-electon
microscopy for the obligatory NR1 subunit of the NMDAR reveals a developmental decrease
in presynaptic, but not postsynaptic, NR1. Electron micrograph in L2/3 of visual cortex of a
(B1) P16 mouse, demonstrating an NR1-positive terminal (t+) forming a synapse onto a NR1
positive spine (s+) and (B2) from a P27 mouse, demonstrating an unlabeled terminal (t-)
forming a synapse onto a labeled dendrite (d+). Scale bar 250 nm. (C) Scatter plot from four
mice (2 at each age) quantifying the selective loss of presynaptic, but not postsynaptic, NR1
over development. Reproduced with permission from Corlew and others (2007).
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Fig. 8. Developmental and activity-dependent regulation of preNMDAR functions
Presynaptic NR2B–containing receptors enhance spontaneous release in the entorhinal cortex
of young rats and epileptic adults, but not in normal adults. (A–C) Voltage-clamp recordings
of sEPSCs in a layer 5 neurons in a slice from (A) a 4-week-old rat, (B) a 5-month-old rat, and
(C) and a 5-month-old epileptic rat. Blockade of NR2B receptors with Ro 25–6981 decreases
the frequency of sEPSCs only in young and epileptic rats. Postsynaptic NMDARs are blocked
by intracellular MK-801. (D–F) Corresponding pooled data for inter-event interval of the
sEPSCs from control and Ro 25–6981 recordings. Reproduced with permission from Yang
and others (2006).
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